The Lore of Wesnoth’s Races & Factions
According to EI (1.7.2)
An analysis of all world-building text specifically from EI by Deusite
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1. Overview and Introduction
This is a collection of all the lore that can be gleaned from EI. In its present form, this is a raw
collection of facts with a reference to where the supporting text can be found, either by going
through the scenario files in data/campaigns/Eastern_Invasion/scenarios or on the Wesnoth wiki at
http://www.wesnoth.org/wiki/CampaignDialogue:DiD. There are occasional comments from me
after the reference that either criticise the lore (it is contradictory in some places) or fulfil some
other function. Lack of comment doesn’t mean I find the lore flawless.
Lore is defined for the purpose of this project as all world-building statements that are not directly
related to the actual plot of the story. The plot of the story is defined as what you basically
remember having happened once you’ve finished the campaign. Lore is also defined as being
general, not specific. Combining these two points, for example, Malin changing from a Dark Mage
into a Lich is not lore; however, the way in which Malin changes into a Lich, is.
There may be some things that I have forgotten. Some bits of lore I have missed. PM me, or post a
message in the appropriate thread if you think you found something I didn’t. I want this to be
complete.
Ideally, a project like this would proceed in the following way; first, there would be a collection of
all mainline lore, at which point all lore would be rewritten to be consistent. After the rewrite of
the lore itself was complete, there would be a rewrite of all campaign dialogue to be consistent
with the new lore. Concurrent with this rewrite would be an attempt to develop a Wesnothian
writing style and Wesnothian dialects and to remove anachronism and dialect inconsistency.
This project would require more writers than at present. I do not have the patience to write a
document like this for every mainline campaign before I start anything. However, luckily, lore and
plot are mostly separate. Lore can be rewritten and the plot can remain untouched.
Thanks to Dave and the maintainers of Wesnoth for a great game, thanks to the original writers of
the mainline campaigns for being the pioneers they were in Wesnoth world building, thanks
specifically to Turuk of the Writer’s Forum, and thank you for reading this.
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2. General Wesverse Lore
The great desert: There is a desert near the Estmark Hills, the eastern border of Wesnoth. It is
apparently home to raiders. It is suggested that they sometimes raid Wesnoth. This was believed to
have happened when livestock was killed and men went missing with a black trail of blood. (S1)
The Clanlands: The Clanlands lies in the area west of Soradoc (S6). It is also referred to as the
Horse Plains, which may be an alternative name or a part of the Clanlands. The far west of the
plains has been turned into a swamp since Owaec left it. Krahkrahs lives there as a skeleton. (S14)
Nobles or the Clanlands are trained with the rest of the army but become their leaders. The nobles
belong to a ‘House’, which suggests being born into nobility. The head of the house is respected by
all and they are good fighters and leaders. (Mounted Fighter and Horse Lord unit descriptions)

The map is an approximation only. The borders may extend into the southwest.
The Bitter Swamp: The swamp has a bad reputation with Wesnothians (S4c). This may be related
to Mal-Ravanal’s capital there.
Lake Vrug: Lake Vrug is a large lake with an island off the coast. There is a bridge leading to it.
Trolls, gryphons and Drakes live near the lake (S11). The trolls are lead by an orcish king.
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3. Drake Lore
General: It is possible to fight against Sky Drakes near Lake Vrug in scenario 11. This means that
drakes must at least inhabit the immediate area; curiously their leader is a Gryphon.
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4. Dwarf Lore
Names:
• Knutan (Dwarvish Steelclad)
• Pelathsil (Dwarvish Lord)
General: Dwarves inhabit an underground area in the Estmark Hills. One dwarf claims that his clan
has lived there for ‘centuries’. (S2)
Relations: The Estmark clan do not like trolls. They are willing to help people escape from them.
(S2)
Contradiction: In scenario 10 dwarves hate the elves, humans and orcs. Hatred of the humans
contradicts earlier scenarios. Fighting against the elves appears to contradict the treaty they have
with them.
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5. Elf Lore
Names:
• Volas (Elvish Ranger)
• Elandin (Elvish Marshal)
Estmark Hills: There is a group of elves that live in a forested area by the Estmark foothills below
the Great River. They are neutral towards Gweddry. The elves stayed to fight the undead so they
may have been destroyed. (S4a)

Contradiction: In scenario 10 the elves hate the dwarves, humans and orcs. Hatred of the humans
appears to contradict their treaty, as does hatred of the dwarves. It also appears to contradict
previous scenarios
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6. Monster Lore
Names:
• Grug (Ogre)
• Gork (Ogre)
• Drog (Ogre)
• Kraagak (Gryphon)
• Krahkrahs (Skeletal Dragon)
Ogres: Ogres live in the Northlands. They have ‘worked’ for Wesnoth in the past. They don’t like
orcs and speak with a garbled word order (S7a). They are described as travelling in ‘packs’ and
living in ‘tribes’. (S9)
Krahkrahs: Krahkrahs has been re-animated as a skeleton. Dacyn reveals that this was done by the
undead through his ‘arcane senses’. He also says that Krahkrahs ‘was a powerful beast indeed, in
the time of Haldric, living in the Northern Mountains’, however it isn’t clear which Haldric this
refers to, as there are at least seven. (S14, 16)
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7. Orc Lore
Orcish names:
• Gruga-Har (Orcish Warrior)
• Wak-Rano (Orcish Warlord)
• Dracu-Kura (Orcish Warlord)
• Prok-Bak (Orcish Warlord)
• King Dra-Nak (Orcish Warlord)
• Varrak-Klar (Orcish Warlord)
• Ran-Lar (Orcish Warlord)
Half-orc names:
• Nafga (Orcish Slayer)
General: Orcs raided Wesnoth from the Estmark Hills until the area was colonised around 530YW
(S1).
There is a group of orcs and trolls lead by a king near Lake Vrug. They have torture chambers and
an underground city. (S12)
Society: One assassin refers to his leader as ‘your warlordship’, which may happen in other tribes.
When the assassin dies in a mission, his leader tries to exact revenge not because he died, but
because the elves stopped him from completing his mission. The assassin’s death cry suggests that
his role is dangerous as this was the first mission he had failed. (S4a)
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8. Troll Lore
Names:
• Kabak (Troll)
• Darg (Troll Warrior)
• Groog (Troll Warrior)
• Unhk (Troll Warrior)
General: There are trolls living underground in the Estmark Hills. They do not like dwarves and can
write, but not spell. These trolls had a treasure chest full of gold. (S2)
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9. Wesnoth Lore
Names:
• Gweddry (Sergeant)
• Dacyn (White Mage)
• Owaec (Mounted Fighter)
• Terraent (Paladin)
• Shodrano (Assassin)
• Engineer (Red Mage)
• Konrad II (General)
• Kaldor (Great Mage)
• Haldrad (General)
• Halric (General)
• Halrod (General)
General: The period following EI is called the Silver Age of Wesnoth a.k.a. the Reconstruction to
historians. Gweddry is made the Earl of Estmark, so there may be other earldoms in Wesnoth. (S19)
Estmark Hills: The Estmark Hills is the eastern border of Wesnoth. The River Guard was located one
the west bank of the river Weldyn in 470YW and was built to resist bandits and orcish raiders. They
were abandoned in 544YW. People started to colonise the area around 530YW, when the orcs were
forced north of the Great River. The guard was rebuilt in the reign of Konrad II (S1, S1SF, campaign
map). There are bandits in the northern Estmarks (S5).
Magic: Magi can cast a spell to reveal people in a village when that village is visited. (S5)
In addition to raising the undead a certain necromancer can raise monsters, namely a Giant
Cuttlefish in the Great River. (7b)
There is a red mage who appears in scenario 13 who acts as an engineer. He can charge gold for his
services but asks for protection instead. He is able to blow up a bridge, which may be through
magic or explosives.
There are seers in Wesnoth. (S16)
The king of Wesnoth has an advisor; the two candidates given were both described as Mages of
Light, having been selected by a seer. (S16)
It is possible to conceal your presence to a mage’s ‘arcane senses’ with magic. (S17)
When a Lich dies the undead it has raised die with it. (S19)
Combat: Wesnothians have used ogres in the past for battle. (S7a)
Wesnothians may challenge each other to duels. (S16)
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10. Undead Lore
Names:
• Mal-Sakkat (Dark Sorcerer)
• Mal-Bakral (Dark Sorcerer)
• Mal-Skraat (Dark Sorcerer)
• Mal-Tar (Dark Adept)
• Mal-Kallat (Dark Sorcerer)
• Mal-Marak (Dark Sorcerer)
• Mal-Galkar (Dark Sorcerer)
• Mal-Arnai (Dark Sorcerer)
• Mal-un-Karad (Necromancer)
• Mal-un-Darak (Necromancer)
• Mal-un-Zanrad (Necromancer)
• Mal-un-Xadrux (Necromancer)
• Mal-Uldhar (Lich)
• Mal-Ravanal (Lich/Ancient Lich)
• Mal-Telnarad (Lich)
• Mal-Hakralan (Lich)
• Mal-Grekulak (Lich)
• Mal-Xacralan (Lich)
• Mal-Uknalu (Lich)
• Mal-Drakanal (Lich)
• Mal-Hadanak (Lich)
• Mal-Katglagad (Lich)
• Mal-Xaskanat (Lich)
• Mal-Akranbral (Lich)
• Mal-Larakan (Lich)
• Rava-Krodaz (Death Knight)
• Lanar-Skal (Revenant)
• Garnad (Revenant)
• Krahkrahs (Skeletal Dragon)
• Messenger of Doom (Spectre)
Naming: Necromancer’s names are very specific. Dark Adepts, Dark Sorcerers and Liches receive a
‘Mal-’ prefix to their names and Necromancers have the prefix ‘Mal-un-’. Mal-Ravanal has also been
called a ‘Dark Archon’ by a Dark Sorcerer (S1). Gweddry calls him a ‘lich-lord’, similar to naming
patterns in TRoW (14). Mal-Ravanal renamed himself from Ravan after he revealed that he was a
Lich (S16). The undead army is referred to by Mal-Ravanal as the ‘Dread Legions’. (S17)
General: Mal-Ravanal’s army sometimes captures prisoners. An example of this is in Mal-Ravanal’s
capital. When a guard is killed, a prisoner is let free, when a rescuer dies, a prisoner is killed (S4c).
This might be done purely for the guards’ amusement.
The undead are capable of turning plains into swamplands. Undead enjoy the death and decay
Gweddry suggests that this is done by flooding the area. (S14)
Mal-Ravanal has a capital in the Bitter Swamp. His magic is strong in his capital and he is able to
teleport enemies near him, as well as himself. (S4c, 16)
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Relations: The undead (or at least Ma-Ravanal) hate Wesnoth. One Dark Sorcerer calls Gweddry
army them ‘fleshbags’. (S2)
Combat: Undead forces can attack in the following way: livestock are slaughtered and men go
missing from their homes without a trace except for a trail of black blood. They have attacked like
this in the Estmark Hills and earlier in the far southern border of Wesnoth (S1). The far southern
border is presumably Kerlath.
Mal-Ravanal operates border patrols around the eastern Estmarks. (4b)
The undead army only recruits humans as Dark Adepts (S3). Humans may be promoted; this involves
becoming a Lich. (4b)
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